SUMMARY In this paper, we propose a novel classifier-based objec tracker. Our tracker is the combination of Rectangle Feature (RF) based de tector [17], [18] and optical-flow based tracking method [1]. We show tha the gradient of extended RFs can be calculated rapidly by using Integra Image method. The proposed tracker was tested on real video sequenc We applied our tracker for face tracking and car tracking experiments. Ou tracker worked over 100fps while maintaining comparable accuracy to RF based detector. Our tracking routine that does not contain image I/O pro cessing can be performed about 500 to 2,500fps with sufficient track accuracy.
Introduction
Efficient real-time tracking in complex environments is still a challenging task of the computer vision community. Target tracking is a key component in many real-time applications such as surveillance, intelligent transfer system, smart rooms, teleconferencing, and user interfaces.
There are several approaches about object tracking. Feature-based tracking relies on the persistence of image features such as image curves [4] , [9] or image appearances [3] . Likewise, model-based tracking uses curves [12] , [20] or appearance [3] . Particle filter based tracking [8] , [13] , [14] is widely used for the targets that follow supposed dynamical model. Meanshift with color information [2] , [5] is used to reduce the searching cost by gradient methods. For the simplicity and consistency of the applications, detection based tracking approach [1] , [7] has a lot of advantages. This approach can unitedly handle the detection problem and the tracking problem; the initialization of the tracking system is automatically performed by target detection system, and it can be judged whether the tracked object is really the true target. Therefore, we aim at the development of the detection based tracking system in this paper.
In most applications of target tracking, the computational complexity of the detection/tracking system is critical. Only a few resources should be allocated for the detection/tracking routine because most of the system resources will be needed for high-level tasks such as recognition, trajectory interpretation, and reasoning. Therefore, it is important to develop a tracking algorithm using fast and accurate object detectors.
Recently, Avidan [1] proposed a tracking algorithm called Support Vector Tracker (SVT) based on an object detector by Support Vector Machine (SVM) [15] , [16] . Avidan integrated optical-flow based tracking approach (which is often unstable) and the object classification approach. SVT performs target tracking by the steepest descent method (SDM) that uses the gradient of SVM's score function. In SVT, image intensity is directly used as feature value of SVM for target detection. However, intensity is not excellent as the feature value for the purpose of object detection. On the other hand, many useful image features were studied and developed. It is necessary to extend SVT to be able to use more powerful image features.
P. Viola and M. Jones proposed Rectangle Features (RFs) that is one of the most useful image features for object detection [17] , [18] . RFs are widely used in many researches and applications [7] , [11] , [14] . The feature value of RFs, difference of averaged intensity in some local regions, can be calculated rapidly by Integral Image method [6] , [17] , [18] . RFs have the robustness against illumination changes because RFs pay attention to the local contrast of targets.
In this paper, we propose a novel tracking algorithm that combines the RF based detector and the framework of SVT. We use the RF based detector instead of SVM for more accurate and rapid detection. In our method, RFs are extended as differentiable to obtain the gradient of target's score function. We show that the gradient of RF value can be calculated by only using Integral Image method, and as a result, SDM for target tracking is performed rapidly. In the experiments, we show our fast and accurate tracking results. Our tracking routine that does not contain image I/O processing can be performed in 590fps while maintaining the comparable accuracy to Viola-Jones' detector.
Boosted Detector Constructed by Rectangle Features
The face detector proposed by P. by the sigmoid function because the derivative of the classification function is needed for our tracking algorithm. Details of these features are described in this section.
Integral Image
Integral Image, also called Summed Area ii-=ii(x+q, y+q)
Hence, the mean intensity of rectangle regions of any size and position can be calculated from only four table references.
Rectangle Features
A Rectangle Feature consists of n small rectangles that are neighboring each other and are of the same size (Fig. 1) The training algorithm of Adaboost is as follows.
•E Enter training set {xi,ti}Ni=1
(ti=1•Ìxi is face. ti=0•Ìxi is nonface).
•EIf ti=1 then w1 , i=1/2p, else w1, i=1/2q (p and q is # of faces and nonfaces).
The final classification function is where ƒ¦ is a threshold determined manually.
Object Tracking by Maximizing Score Function
In the framework of detection-based object tracking [1], a tracker follows targets by maximizing the score function obtained from the target detector. It can be expected that the target's location has the highest score in the image. If the target moves anywhere, the peak of the score will synchronously move. Therefore, the target tracking problem can be treated as numerical optimization problem for the target's score function. The derivative of the score function is helpful to solve such a problem; when the target slightly moves from q, the target is located in a direction of the gradient of the score function at q.
Score Function and Target Function
In this paper, the score function E is obtained from RF based detector. E(I) is defined from Eqs. (3) and (4) In practice, because the image intensity i(x,y) is discrete, following replacement is possible:
Therefore, Eq. (6) can be replaced as follows:
In the same way, m(Isky) can be calculated as my(Isk):
All summations in Eqs. (8) and (9) can be directly calculated from Integral Image method because these integration area are rectangular with width=1 or height=1. Therefore, mx and my can be calculated by only using Integral Image method as well as m. Since f(r,I) in Eq. (2) is linearly related with I and m(I), f(rt,Iq) can be approximated as follows:
Note that f* can be obtained by only using Integral Image method . Replacing f with f* in Eq. (5), we obtain the approximation of E(Iq) which is the target function to be maximized. It is defined using the movement (u,v) as follows:
If the assumption that E* becomes maximum at qf as well as E is correct, the target will be in q(um,vm) where (um,vm) is a maximizer of E* (u,v). Therefore, our tracking task is now forming a maximization problem of E* (u,v) . This problem is solved by some numerical analysis algorithm. For example, the steepest descent method is applied as follows: Table 1 Tracking algorithm.
1. Enter Im (m-th image) and qm-1 (target position in previous frame) . Fig. 3 The results of the face tracking experiments. Vertical axis shows deviation from ground truth. The solid and the dotted line shows the result of SDM tracker and NS tracker, respectively. The value of vertical axis implies (|xg-x|+|yg-y|)/2 where (xg, yg) is ground truth and (x, y) is tracked position. In this experiment, it is judged that the tracking is failure if the deviation became larger than 10. From 700th to 800th frame, the target turns sideway and becomes half-profile. The deviation in the half-profile section is slightly higher because reliability of classifier becomes lower. and failure did not occur. Processing speed of the tracking routine without I/O process in this case is extremely fast, over 2,500fps. 
Tracking Failure
The test sequence for face tracking experiment includes two difficult scene. First scene is about from 700th to 800th frame. In this scene, target panned over left and right and then became half-profile (top-right and bottom-left image in Fig. 6 ). Second is the last 100 frames, target moved comparatively fast and slightly rotated (bottom-center and bottomright image in Fig. 6 ). In these scenes, reliability of face detector becomes less, and then false positives will easily occur. The trackers No.1, 3, 5, 7 in Fig. 4 , which mistracked the target, converged on such a false maxima.
Conclusions and Future Works
We proposed a novel classifier-based tracker which combined a Rectangle Feature (RF) based boosted detector with Support Vector Tracker. The proposed RF-based Steepest Descent Method (SDM) tracker was tested on real video sequences. Our SDM tracker worked over 100fps while maintaining comparable accuracy to RF-based detector. The tracking routine without image I/O processing runs 500 to 2,500fps with sufficient accuracy. However, our tracker has some limitations and inadequacies. First, the speed of SDM tracker weakens gradually when the number of targets in an image increase. Second, 
